Abstract: Anomaly detection plays a significant role in helping gas turbines run reliably and economically. Considering collective anomalous data and both sensitivity and robustness of the anomaly detection model, a sequential symbolic anomaly detection method is proposed and applied to the gas turbine fuel system. A structural Finite State Machine is to evaluate posterior probabilities of observing symbolic sequences and most probable state sequences they may locate.
Introduction
Gas turbine engines, one of the most sophisticated devices, performs an essential role in industry. However, gas turbine maintenance is a great challenge for detecting anomalies and eliminating faults since they always run in variable operating conditions that make anomalies seem like normal. So Engine Health Management (EHM) policy is implemented to help gas turbines run in reliable, safe and efficient states and facilitates operating economy benefits and security levels. [1, 2] . In the framework of EHM, many works have been devoted into anomaly detection and fault diagnosis on gas turbine engines. Since Urban [3] first got involved in EHM research, many techniques and method are subsequently proposed. Previous anomaly detection works mainly contains two categories, model based method and data driven based methods. Model based methods are typically includes linear gas path analysis [4] [5] [6] , nonlinear gas path analysis [7, 8] , Kalman filters [9, 10] and expert systems [11] . Data driven based methods typically include artificial neural networks [12, 13] , support vector machine [14, 15] , Bayesian approaches [16, 17] , genetic algorithms [18] and fuzzy reasoning [19] [20] [21] .
All the mentioned previous works are mainly based on simulation data or continuous observation data. Simulation data are sometimes too simple to reflect actual operating conditions while real data usually contain many interferences that make anomalous observation appear normal. So this is a consensus of challenge in anomaly detection, especially in gas turbines which are operating in sophisticated and severe conditions. There are two possible routes on improving anomaly detection performance for gas turbines, the first one is on perspective of anomaly data and the second one is on perspective of detecting model.
On the one hand, anomalies occurred in gas turbine operating usually involve collective anomaly. Collective anomaly is defined that if a collection of related data instances is anomalous with respect to the entire data set, it is termed a collective anomaly [22] . Each single data doesn't seem as anomaly, but their occurrence together may be considered as anomaly. For example, when a combustion nozzle is damaged, one of the exhaust temperature sensors records a continuously lower temperature than other sensors. Collective anomalies have been explored for sequential data [23, 24] . The collective anomaly detection has been widely applied in several domains such as intrusion detection, commercial fraud detection, medical and health detection, etc. [22] In industrial anomaly detection, some of structural damage detection are applied by using Statistical [25] , parametric statistical modeling [26] , mixture of models [27] , rule based models [28] and neural based models [29] , which can sensitively detect highly complicated anomalies. However, in gas turbine anomaly detection, these methods have some common demerits. Data preprocessing such as feature selection and dimension reduction are highly complicated when confronting such devices' observation data and extremely affect the whole performance. Besides this, many interferences comprised in data such as ambient conditions, normal patterns changes, even sensors observing deviation offer extraneous information for detecting anomalies and usually conceal essential factors that may critically helpful for detection, e.g. small degeneration in gas turbine fuel system may be covered by normal flow changes, thus making obstructs in detecting anomalies in device's early faults.
On the other hand, detection model for gas turbine requires both sensitivity and robustness capabilities. The sensitivity ensures higher detection rate and the robustness ensures fewer misjudging. The symbolic dynamic filtering (SDF) [30] was proposed and yield good performance in anomaly detection for robustness in comparison to other method such as principal component analysis (PCA), ANN and Bayesian approach [31] as well as proper accuracies. Gupta et al. [32] and Sarkar et al. [33] presented a SFD-based model for detecting fault of gas turbine subsystem and used it to estimate multiple component faults. Sarkar et al. [34] proposed an optimized feature extraction method under the SDF framework [34] . And then they applied symbolic dynamic analysis (SDA) based method in fault detection in gas turbine. They proposed Markov based analysis in transient data during takeoff other than quasi-stationary steady-states data and validated the method by simulation on the NASA Commercial Modular Aero Propulsion System Simulation (C-MAPSS) transient test-case generator. However, current SDF-based models usually use simulating data or generated data in laboratories, especially in gas turbine domain. Performance of these methods are still unconfirmed in real data, for instance, from a long time operated gas turbine devices which contains lots of flaws and defects and the sensors may not always be available for data acquisition.
Considering the two solutions on improving the effect of anomaly detection for gas turbine with their advantages and disadvantages, in this paper, we combine these two strategies by building a SDA-based anomaly detection model and processing collective anomalous sequential data in order to establish more sensitive and robust models and to eliminate their intrinsic demerits, and then apply this method in anomaly detection for gas turbine fuel system.
In this paper, the observing data from offshore platform gas turbine engine are first partitioned into symbolic sequential data to construct SDA based model, finite state machine, which reflects texture of a system operating tendency. Then two methods, estimating based model and detecting based model, are proposed on basis of the sequential symbolic reasoning model, one is with high robustness performance and the other is more sensitive, and they can be well integrated in different practice scenes and meanwhile eliminates irrelevant interferences for detecting anomalies. The comparison among collective anomaly detection, symbolic anomaly detection and our method is concluded in Table 1 .
This paper is organized in 6 sections. In section 2, preliminary mathematical theories on symbolic dynamic analysis are given. Then in section 3, data used in this study and symbol partition are introduced. The finite state machine training and the two anomaly detection models are proposed in section 4. Hence experimental results and comparison between two models from several perspectives are expatiated in section 5 and the conclusion and discussion are briefly presented in section 6. 
Advantages
• Detecting complicated industrial anomalies;
• High sensitivity;
• High robustness;
• An easy operating vector representation in anomaly detection;
• Confront real operating data, guaranteeing both sensitivity and robustness;
• High dimension data converted to simple individual symbol sequences;
• Eliminating interferences.
Disadvantages
• High dimension data to be preprocessed;
• Interferences influence detection remarkably;
• Most based on simulating data or experimental data, lack complexity and credibility in actual scenes;
Preliminary mathematical theories

Discrete Markov Model
Consider a time series of states ( ) t ω in length T, marked with
system could be in a same state in different time and it doesn't need to achieve all possible states at one time. Stochastic series of state is generated through equation (1) which is named transfer probability:
it represents a conditional probability that a system will transfer to state j ω in the next time point when it is in state i ω currently. ij a is not relevant to the time. In Markov model diagram, each discrete state i ω is denoted as a node and the line which links two nodes is denoted as transfer probability. A typical Markov model diagram is represented in figure 1 . The system is in state ( ) t ω at moment t currently, while the state in moment (t+1) is a random function which is both related to the current state and the transfer probability. Therefore, a specific time series of states generated in probability is actually a consecutive multiply operation of each transfer probability in this series.
Finite State Machine
Assume that in moment t, a system is in state ( ) The activation probability of a FSM is defined by equation (2),
In this equation, we can only observe the symbol ( ) symbols. The FSM is strictly subject to causality, which means the probability in the future depends on current probability conclusively. 
Data and symbolization
In gas turbine monitoring, all operation data observed by sensors are continuous and there is no such an observation that can acquire several discrete operating conditions automatically. So in this section we focus on symbol extraction which can represents different load condition patterns discretely and after symbolization many irrelevant interferences are dismissed. In this paper, data recourse is from a SOLAR, Titan 130 Gas Turbine where the parameters to be used are listed in table 2 below and the structure of the turbine fuel system overview is shown in figure 3 .
Many strategies for data symbolization or discretization have been proposed and are well discussed in papers [36] [37] [38] . In summary, two kind of approaches, splitting and merging, can be used in data symbolization. They discretizes a feature by either splitting the interval of continuous values or by merging the adjacent intervals [36] . It is very hard for splitting applied in our study since the interval we can't properly preset. Therefore, in this study, a simple merging-based strategy is used in data symbolization. We apply a cluster method to symbol extractions-K means cluster method. The main reason that in a FSM, number of the hidden states and visible symbols are both finitude and KM has a specific cluster boundary and expected cluster numbers initially. Samples in a cluster are regarded as the same symbol. There are 7 clusters that corresponds to 7 different load conditions, showed in table 3. So in this study K is equal to 7 for the KM model. The purpose of KM method is to divide original samples into k clusters, which ensure the high similarity of the samples in each cluster and low similarity among different clusters. The main procedures of this method are as follows:
First, choose k samples in dataset as the initial center for each cluster, and then evaluate distance between the rest samples and every cluster centers. Each sample will be assigned to a cluster to which the sample is closest. Second, renew the clusters center through those samples nearby and then reevaluating distance. Repeat this process until cluster centers converge. Generally, distance evaluation is used in Euclidean distance and the convergence judgement is square error criterion, as shown in equation (3):
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where E is sum error of total samples, P is the position of the samples and i m is the center of cluster i C . Iteration terminates when E becomes stable, which is less than 1e-6. Therefore, the final clusters and samples are converted from continuous variable to discrete visible symbols. In this study, altogether 79580 samples that are divided in to 7 symbols. The sampling interval is 10min and symbol extraction results are shown in figure 4 . In figure 4 , the most frequent symbols are Steady in high load (SHL) and Steady in low load (SLL). The intermediate ones are Flow rise in low load (FRLL), Flow rise in high load (FRHL), Flow drop in low load (FDLL) and Flow drop in high load (FDHL). The least frequent symbol is Fast changing condition (FCC). There are 3327 samples labeled in anomaly and the distribution of the abnormal samples is shown in figure 5 . All of the abnormal labels are derived from the device operation logs and maintenance records manually. To simplify our modeling, we classify all kinds of anomalies or defects in records into one class -anomaly. After symbolization, we use these symbols generated by KM cluster method to construct a FSM to measure a series of symbols whether they are on normal load conditions or on an abnormal one.
FSM modeling and anomaly detection methods
Finite state machine, widely applied in symbolic dynamic analysis, has shown great superiority in comparison to other techniques [30, 31] . Therefore, the main tasks of establishing a sequential symbolic model in gas turbine fuel system anomaly detection are to build a FSM to estimate posterior probabilities of sequences and build detection models to define whether a sequence is abnormal. But before this, the discrete symbols extracted in section 3 need to be sequenced into series, time series segments, in length T.
For FSM modeling, one aspect of this work is to determine several parameters. There are 5 states defined in this model, normal state (NS), anomaly state (AS), turbine startup (ST+), turbine shutdown (ST-) and halt state (HS). Actually, anomaly is a hidden state that usually invisible in operating compared to the other 3 states. Till now, we have defined the model structure of the FSM which contains 5 states and 7 visible symbols. In each state on a moment, there are 7 possible symbols could be observed in probability jk b and ij a is the probability that state transfers from one to another. Another concerning about FSM modeling is how long the time series are, which can be efficiently involved in transfer and activation probabilities estimation. Figure 6 shows that different length T of segments may lead to different results in classification labels. A segment is defined in anomaly only if it contains at least one abnormal sample so that the time series in T=5 and T=10 are significantly different. mark (-) denotes the abnormal series. It is hard to primordially define a proper T that can be well applied in parameter estimation and anomaly detection, so another way we take is to optimize length T recursively until it has the best performance in anomaly detection section. We declare that in actual data preprocessing, time series are generated by sliding window with length T in order to ensure that the size of time series can matches the original dataset, which means the total number of time series is 79581-T.
For anomaly detection, two strategies are used, estimating based model and decoding based model. Estimating based model is that we use FSM to calculate probability of a symbol sequence. In this case, FSM is built by the training data precluding abnormal samples, so the abnormal sequences contained in testing data will be in very low probabilities through calculating. Decoding based model is that we use a FSM to decode a most probable state sequence which generates an observed symbol sequence. If the estimated state sequence contains anomaly state (AS), the symbol sequence is judged to anomaly.
According to aforementioned contents, the schematic of a FSM modeling is expatiated in figure  7 , as illustrated below. First, data are sequenced into a pool of time series by initial sliding window with length T. Then data are divided into two parts, training data and testing data. Training data are used to construct a FSM, to estimate transfer and activation probabilities of unknown states and visible symbols. Testing data are used to evaluate performance of FSM. After modeling the FSM, performance will be tested through different anomaly detection strategies, decoding based model and estimating based model. Hence updating length T until the models achieve the best performance as well as FSM. 
In this study, Baum-Welch algorithm [39] is used in estimation. Define a forward recursive equivalence in equation (5) 
Define a backward recursive equivalence in equation (6) ( ) ( )
the parameters , ij jk a b in the above 2 equations remain unknown so an expectation maximized strategy can be used in estimation. According to equation (5) and (6), define the transfer probability ( ) ij t γ that is from state ( )
where ( ) T P υ θ is the probability of the symbol sequence T υ generated through any possible state sequence. Expectation transfer probability through a sequence from state ( )
and the total expectation transfer probability from state ( )
. Therefore, an estimated transfer probability ˆi j α is described as:
Similarly, estimation of activation probability ˆj k b is described as:
where expectation activation probability of 
Anomaly detection based on estimating strategy
An estimating strategy is used in anomaly detection over FSM, in this part, which is inspired from anomaly detection approaches. Anomaly detection refers to the problem of finding patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior [22] . FSM estimating strategy is to calculate posterior probabilities of the symbol sequences generated by FSM. It can detect anomalies efficiently if it has been built by normal data. Therefore, this strategy conforms to the basic idea of what anomaly detection does. In this strategy thereby, FSM is utilized to establish an expected pattern and estimating process is to find out the nonconforming sequences, in other word, anomalies. Figure 8 illustrates the schematic of anomaly detection using estimating strategy. In order to establish an expected normal pattern, training data used in FSM modeling are utterly normal sequences. 
Output:
Finial estimated FSM parameters , Figure 8 . Schematic of anomaly detection using estimating strategy The probability of a symbol sequence generated by a FSM can be described as:
where r is the index of state sequence in length T, Enormous amount of possible state sequences need to be considered to calculate probability of a generated symbol sequence 
That probability ( ) T r P ω is continuous and chronological multiplication. Assume that activation probability of a symbol critically depends on current state, so the probability ( ) T T r P υ ω can be described in equation (12) and then equation (13) is the other description of equation (10): 
However, computing cost of the above equation is ( ) T O c T which is too high to finish this process. There are two alternative methods that can dramatically simplify computing process, forward algorithm and backward algorithm, which are depicted through equation (5) and (6) 
Class t υ
There are two points to be mentioned. In the first place, decision judgement is very simple for use of anomaly detection by threshold θ . This convenience is ascribed to normal pattern constructed by FSM and the probabilities estimated from FSM intuitively simulate the possibilities of the symbol sequences emerging in real system. Furthermore, performance of this strategy is not only dependent to efficiency of the trained FSM, but also depends on the proper threshold. Therefore, in modeling process, we optimized the threshold by traversing different values in order to get the highest overall accuracy of normal and abnormal sequences.
Anomaly detection based on decoding strategy
Comparing to estimating strategy, a FSM can detect anomalies either if it can recognize whether there are hidden anomalous states in sequences. Fortunately decoding a state sequence is available in FSM so another way to detect anomalies is to decode a symbol sequence to state sequence and then to find whether the state sequence contains abnormal states. Unlike previous estimating strategy, decoding strategy is a sort of, somehow, optimization algorithm in which searching function is used. Figure 9 illustrates the schematic of anomaly detection using decoding strategy. In this strategy, FSM is trained by all sequences that contain both normal and abnormal sequences so the FSM reflects the system that may run on normal pattern or occur anomalies. After that, decoding process is to search the most probable state sequence that the symbol sequence corresponds to. A greedy based method is applied in searching that in each step the most possible state is chosen and added to path and the final path is the decoded state sequence. At last, judge a symbol sequence by its state sequence on whether it contains anomaly states. 
Class t υ
Compared to estimating strategy, there are some advantages and disadvantages on decoding strategy. First of all, detection indicator based on decoding strategy may help the anomaly detection system improve sensitivity, which means it can precisely warn an anomaly once it occurs. And besides, it helps system locate anomaly emerging time in a high resolution. For example, a sequence in T=10 and the sample interval is 10 min so the length of the sequence is 100 min. If the sequence is abnormal and the two system, estimating based model and decoding based model, both alert, the later can provide a more precise anomalies occurring time, for instance, in 20 min and 60 min possibly and the former can only provide a probability that an anomaly may have occurred.
However, this point may be, somehow in another aspect, a disadvantage because of lacking robustness of decoding strategy. This detection strategy is a local optimization algorithm that may reach a local minimum point that actually not global optimized solution. It may have searched an utterly different state sequence than the real one. Furthermore, error rate accumulates with the growth of searching path, particular in longer length T, and the false positive rate may be very high, which means many normal sequences are classified into anomalies. So the length of sequence is a critical impact on detection performance. This issue will be analyzed in the next section.
Experiments design and results analysis
Performance evaluation
Data used in this section is from gas turbine power generator on offshore oil platform, SOLAR Titan 130. Data list and symbol distribution are shown in table 2 and figure 4 earlier. Overall (79581-T) sequences are used in training and testing by using cross validation. The dataset was divided equally and sequentially into ten folders. Each folder was used in turn as testing data, with the other nine as training data, until every folder had been tested by the others. Hence the final result consists of a performance average together with a standard deviation.
The labels of the samples are grouped into positive (normal) and negative (anomaly). The detection performance is measured by the true positive rate (TP rate) and true negative rate (TN rate) [40] . Table 4 shows the definition of confusion matrix which measures 4 possible outcomes.
The TP rate is defined as the ratio of the number of samples correctly classified as positive to the number of samples that are actually positive:
The TN rate represents the ratio of the number of samples correctly classified as negative to the number of actual negative samples: In this paper, anomaly detection on gas turbine fuel system is a class imbalanced problem that normal class is much bigger than abnormal class. So performance of imbalanced data can be measured by AUC that is area under ROC curve, as shown in figure 10 . ROC curve is a plot of the FP rate on the X axis versus the TP rate on the Y axis. It shows the differences between the FP rate and the TP rate based on different rules. 
Exemplary cases and experimental results
To illustrate how the detecting system works, two exemplary cases are used to be expatiated. One is a normal sequence and another is abnormal sequence that is in fuel nozzle valve anomaly, which may cause fuel flow fluctuation or drop and in turn cause load drop. The selected sequences, after normalization, are in length T=10, 10 min sampling interval, total 100 min and the anomalous sequence is shown in figure 11 , the red sequence, original parameters 'Main gas valve demand' and 'Power'. The two sequences, partitioned into symbols, are described in figure 12 . The routine map is consisted by 7 different symbols and 10 time points and the black row is normal sequence and the red dash row is anomalous sequence. Besides, the labeled state sequence of normal and anomalous Performance of the two models in each data group within cross-validation are given in table 5. It can be seen from the table that the overall performance of estimating based model is better than that of decoding based model. Specifically, the estimating based model's evaluation in 8 groups for TP rate, 6 groups for TN rate and 8 groups for AUC are better than another model. Similarly , table 6  and table 7 show the evaluation of confusion matrixes for the two models. Results illustrate that the estimating based model outperform decoding based model in overall accuracy as well as deviation.
Therefore, it can be concluded that in terms of T=10, θ =0.00743, the estimating based model can resolve anomaly detection in gas turbine fuel system more efficiently. However, as is analyzed earlier, threshold θ and length of sequence can drastically influence detecting performance. As a result, several impacts need to be proposed into further discussions. 
Threshold determination strategy
Despite of training a FSM, a core problem of building a estimating based detection model is to determine a proper threshold θ . In a particular sequence length, we can find a most suitable value that can classify testing sequence well. Actually, with different thresholds, we will gain different classification results, as is shown in figure 13 , which is a ROC curve of estimating based model with different thresholds. The optimized threshold is one of them on the curve.
A sequence is judged into anomaly when its posterior probability is less than θ . When θ =0, the TN rate, correct detected anomalous sequence among all anomalies, is 0 initially. And then TN rate increases with the growth of θ to 1 when θ reach to a certain point. On the contrary, the TP rate is 1 initially when θ =0 since all the posterior probabilities is over 0. And then TP rate starts to decrease with the growth of θ . This regular is illustrated in figure 14 . One concern is that both TP rate and TN rate are important to the model performance, so the suitable threshold should be found in a synthesized highest place, which is measured by average accuracy that is the mean value of TP rate and TN rate. In this experiment, we searched the θ in step of 0.0001 until it reached the peak average accuracy when θ =0.0074.
Correct detection rate 
Comparison between the two models on different length of sequence
Another main factor that influence performance of the detecting models is the length of sequence. Figure 16 and Figure 17 illustrate the comparison between estimating based model and decoding based model in TN rate and TP rate in different length of sequence, respectively. With the growth of length, TN rate and TP rate of estimating based model gradually decrease and then become stable after about T>60, steadying in 0.82 in TN rate and 0.89 in TP rate. However, the performance of decoding based model seems unlikely to that of estimating based model. TN rate of decoding based model rises to nearly 1 when length T>30 and TP rate decreases drastically when T>20. The tremendous difference between the two models is ascribed in several reasons. First, detecting mechanism of the two models are not conformed. Estimating based model is built upon the premise of normal pattern which is constructed by a normal pattern based FSM while decoding based model is built upon the trained FSM containing normal and anomalous sequences. It points out that estimating based model concerns those data without anomalies while decoding based model concerns all the data whatever class they belong to. Second, detecting indicator used in estimating based model is posterior probabilities while detecting indicator used in decoding based model is states. With the growth of length T, the sequences become longer and more complicated for classification using threshold because there are more single symbols in a sequence. So the performance of estimating based model decreases and eventually can ensure steady because of a suitable threshold and classification capability of FSM. Regarding decoding based model, it is more complicated than estimating based model. With the growth of length T, the sequences become longer but it is easier to find a possible abnormal state. A sequence is judged into anomaly only if there can be found at least one abnormal state. The longer the sequence is, the more probable abnormal states hide, so the TN rate rises when length is growing. On the contrary, it can be easy to understand that long, complicated sequences would make the model's incorrect judgement because the more states to be decoded, the higher possible to misjudge. So the TP rate decrease along with the growth of T. Based on these points presented, we can in turn elicit a conclusion: the estimating based model has a better robust performance than decoding based model while the decoding based model may yield better performance in particular intervals. Figure 18 shows the comparison between estimating based model and decoding based model on AUC, which is an evaluation measurement that reflects overall classification performance of a model for class imbalanced problems. AUC of estimating based model gradually decreased as well as TP rate and TN rate along with the growing of length T. However, AUC of decoding based model rises to a peak value when T=20 and then start to drop. In this figure, we can see that before T=12, the performance of estimating based model is better than decoding based model. Between T=12 and 53, decoding based model outperform estimating based model and when T>53, estimating based model is much more efficient than decoding based model. In a conclusion, if we need a short term anomaly detection system, e.g. less than 1 hours observing window, the estimating based model will be satisfied. If a long term anomaly detection system is needed, e.g. 1 hours to 8 hours, that decoding based model will be efficient. And for an ultra-long term anomaly detection system, e.g. over 8 hours, there should be an estimating based model.
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Figure 18.
Comparison between estimating based model and decoding based model on AUC
Conclusion and discussion
The essential issue of anomaly detection is to detect when and how an anomaly would happen sensitively and effectively. Many conventional anomaly detection methods for points or collective anomalies are mostly established on continuous real-time sensor observations. Noise, operating fluctuation or ambient conditions may be all contained in raw data, which make anomalous observation appear normal. The anomalous features often hide in the structural data which reflect various patterns the device operating. Thus we first partitioned original data into classes by using K-means clustering and symbolized each class to construct a sequence based feature-structure which intrinsically on behalf of operating patterns of a device. When operating pattern changes in structural level, the device might occur anomaly that is easier to observe. So the proposed method in this paper satisfied the basic idea of anomaly detection, finding patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior.
Second, we built the core computing unit for anomaly detection, finite state machine, on a large quantity of training sequential data and then used it to estimate posterior probabilities or find most probable states. And in turn two detection models were generated, estimating based model and decoding based model. They were quite different to each other. In estimating based model, FSM was used to calculate posterior probabilities for normal sequences, so it was trained by utterly normal data. When FSM was calculating probabilities for testing sequences that are anomalous data, the results would be extremely lower than that of normal data. Therefore, optimizing a proper threshold classifying two classes would be of great use for an efficient model performance. In decoding based model, FSM was used to find most probable state sequence of the observed sequence. The main task of FSM was to detecting anomalous state efficiently so it was trained by both normal and abnormal data. Once an anomalous state was detected, the sequence was judged to anomaly.
Third, these two models have their own advantages and weakness. Estimating based model has strong robustness since the performance is stable high when length of sequence is growing. However in decoding based model, performance varies on different length of sequence. The anomalous sequences are easier to be detected in longer length than in shorter one but there will be a high false alarm rate in longer length, which means many normal sequences are misclassified into anomalies. Thus the overall performance of decoding based model has a trend of rise first then fall. Besides, there is another merit of the decoding based model that it can help to locate precise anomaly occurring point in a high time resolution, which means it can give us what symbol points are in anomaly state precisely other than only probabilities of sequences made by estimating based model. Experimental results indicated that estimating based model is more suitable for anomaly detection for gas turbine fuel system when observation window is less than 1 hour or over 8 hours. And decoding based model is more suitable when observation window is between 1 and 8 hours. So it may help people choose the most efficient detecting model for different demands.
Further work may be concentrated on algorithm optimizing and application extension. As is described above, decoding based model used local searching algorithm which may cause high deviation in some circumstances though it could be operated in a high computing speed. So the algorithms need to be optimized. We need also apply this method into other domains of gas turbine anomaly detection, such as gas path, combustion components, etc. All these need further attentions.
